
Last Month – 

      New highs and a soft month. The last week of January saw the U.S. stocks suffer their

worst fall since October. Earlier, 9 of the 10 indices we track daily reached new record

highs. January was a schizophrenic month buffeted by the news of the day covering the

latest developments with COVID-19 vaccines and strains; the latest news of the world’s

economies; the “short squeeze” by speculators and hedge funds; the latest political drama

from Washington; and of course, the beginning of corporate earnings reports on the fourth

quarter of 2020. Note the highlights from the following table:
Index [1]                          1/29/21 Close           Intraday High/Date        Year-to-Date%

DJIA                                29,982                       31,272  1/21/21              -2.04

DJ Transportation         12,087                       13,208  1/14/21              -3.35

DJ Utility                             852                             963  1/18/20              -1.42

DJ Total Market            39,056                        40,750  1/26/21             -0.42

S&P 500                          3,714                          3,870   1/26/21            -1.11

S&P MidCap 400            2,340                          2,482   1/25/21              1.45

NASDAQ Composite   13,070                        13,728   1/25/21              1.42

DJ Global ex. U.S.              288                             301    1/21/21             0.10

[1] www.wsj.com U.S. Americas Stock 1/29/21
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For only one month, diverse trends developed as shown below (high to low)[1]:
Country/Market                       1/29/21 Close       Year-to-Date %

S. Africa FTSE/JSE                             62,472                        5.16

Israel Tel Aviv  35                                 1,573                        4.98

Hong Kong Hang Seng                      28,283                        3.87

S. Korea KOSPI                                     2,976                        3.58

Chile Santiago IPSA                              2,931                        2.58

Singapore Straits Times                        2,902                        2.06

Japan Nikkei 225                                27,663                        0.80

China Shanghai Composite                  3,483                        0.29

New Zealand S&P/NZX 50                13,127                       0.27

Canada S&P/TSX Composite             17,337                      -0.55

U.K. FTSE 100                                        6,407                     -0.82

Russia RTS Index                                    1,367                     -1.43

Germany  DAX.                                    13,432                     -2.08

France CAC40                                        5,399                     -2.74

India S&P BSE Sensex                         46,285                     -3.07

Brazil Bovespa                                   115,067                     -3.32

 Spain IBEX 35                                       7,757                     -3.92

Greece Athex Composite                        749                     -7.36

  Huge divergence among commodities with the agricultural sector reporting the best

appreciation and the worst. Corn finished January up 13.0% while orange juice prices fell

10.3%.[2]Crude oil closed the month at $52.14/barrel up 7.68%. Gold finished the month at

$1,849.80 per troy ounce, off 2.72% while silver rose 1.96% to close at $27.04 per ounce.[1]

Interest rates have remained subdued, near but not at their lows. In fact, with month-end

volatility rates have edged downward.

Note the following:
Bond                            Yield 1/29/21 % [2]        Yield 1/29/20 % [3]

30-Year T Bond            1.83                              2.04

10-Year T Note            1.06                               1.58

5-Year T Note              0.42                               1.41

1-Year T Bill                 0.08                               1.49

90-Day T Bill                0.06                               1.54

[1] www.wsj.com Asia Stock Indexes; Europe Stock Indexes; Americas Stock Indexes 1/29/21

[2]www.wsj.com Track the Markets Commodities1/29/21



As interest rates remain low, the equity markets have stayed near their highs. For now, U.S.

inflation remains low due to the pandemic, and institutional investors are anticipating that the

Federal Reserve will eventually raise rates, but will do so by less than inflation, thus keeping

“real” financial conditions loose – a positive for equities. In past articles, we have discussed the

“TINA” effect, namely there is no alternative to equities. The rally in the equity markets here

and overseas from the mega-cap techs to small-caps to even bitcoin, is based on interest rates

remaining low. The Federal Reserve

has stated it intends to hold its benchmark lending rate near zero through the end of 2023.

Remember the cliché “don’t fight the Fed”.

      With the possible passage of the administration’s $1.9 trillion stimulus package, inflation

and interest rates could make significant moves upward. With U.S. national debt

approaching $28 trillion; with unfunded liabilities currently at $82.3 trillion; and with U.S.

federal debt to GDP at a current ratio of 130.76%, how will the federal government fund its

obligations if the 10-year T-Note rate doubles to 2.1%?[4]

Value Investing –

A few definitions and characteristics first… growth investors focus primarily on earnings that a

company is expected to increase at an above-average rate compared to others in their industry

or the overall market.[1] Often growth investors focus on smaller stock issues of emerging

industries where returns can be substantial. Generally, these issues are of younger companies

where earnings growth, profit margins, return on equity and price performance can be

expanding at a high rate in the future. Growth investors look for companies in rapidly

expanding industries where new technologies and services are being developed.[2]  Generally,

growth investing is considered higher risk than value investing.

Value investing is a strategy involving companies whose stock appear to be trading for less

than their intrinsic, book or private market value. Value investors believe markets over and

under react based on good or bad news which can create opportunities. They feel stock price

movement can create prices that are at a discount to a company’s long-term fundamentals.
[1]www.marketwatch.com Crude Oil; Gold; Silver 1/29/21

[2] www.wsj.com Bonds and Rates 1/29/21

[3] www.value-line.com Selected Yields 2/5/21

[4] www.usdebtclock.org 1/31/21



Investors often look at value and growth as two diametrically opposed strategies. We do not

view the two as mutually exclusive. There can be many reasons why a company can be “cheap”

just as there are reasons for the opposite. Over the last decade, “growth” companies have

appreciated at a substantially greater rate than those considered “value”. The S&P 500 which

we have defined in previous letters is a weighted index currently being over 30% in technology

issues. As those technology companies appreciate in value, their overall effect on the index

grows. As of the trailing 10 years ending January 15th, this index has achieved a 11.37% return

per year rate of growth.[1]

We use a more specific way to measure growth and value with indices that divide these

“schools” of investing. As of year-end 2020, the Russell 1000 Growth index returned 16.99%

per year for the last decade. Its value counterpart returned “only” 10.31% per year.[1]  The

spread between these indices has never been greater since these indices were established. The

Russell 1000 Growth has bested its value 1000 equivalent by 36% in 2020![2] The

opportunities today? Give us a call!

Second Reminder

As we wrote in the last quarterly report, and after 20 years of non-profit and cash accounts

being managed along with our advisory services on a no-charge basis, Marathon will levy an

annual fee of 25 basis points or 1/4 of 1% per year or 6 1/4 basis points per quarter due to

operating and administrative expenses.

“If you put the federal government in charge of the Sahara

Desert, in 5 years there’d be a shortage of sand” Milton Friedman

 

“The most important single central fact about a free market

is that no exchange take place unless both parties benefit.” – Milton Friedman

[1] www.investopedia.com Growth Investing 6/29/19

[2] ibid.

[3] www.dqydj.com S&P 500 Return Calculator 1/29/21


